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Abstract

A basic theoretical description of the correlation between capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and free-flow zone
electrophoresis (FFZE) is presented. The theory of the correlation between CZE and FFZE results from the fact that both
methods are based on the same separation principle, zone electrophoresis, and both are performed in the carrierless
separation medium with the same composition of the background electrolyte. The equations describing the movement of the
charged and noncharged particles in the d.c. electric field applied in the capillary and in the flow-through electrophoretic
chamber are presented and used for the quantitative description of the correlation between CZE and FFZE. Based on the
theory of the correlation between CZE and FFZE a procedure has been developed for conversion of analytical, microscale
CZE separations into continuous preparative separation processes realized by FFZE. Practical application of the developed
procedure is demonstrated by CZE analysis and FFZE preparation of an octapeptide fragment of human insulin.  1998
Elsevier Science B.V.
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5 71. Introduction er separation power achieving 10 –10 theoretical
plates, high sensitivity in the picomole–attomole

Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) has de- range, short time of analysis (few minutes), low
veloped during the last decade into a powerful running costs and biocompatible carrierless sepa-
analytical technique with a broad application po- ration medium suitable for separation of biologically
tential [1–6]. Thanks to its high efficiency, sensitivi- active substances. However, for preparative purposes
ty and speed of analysis it is becoming a recognized the application potential of CZE remains relatively
complement and/or counterpart of currently the most limited. This is not only due to the more complicated
frequently used separation techniques, different var- adaptation of analytical CZE systems to preparative
iants of high-performance liquid chromatography one than in the case of HPLC, but mainly due to the
(HPLC). The advantages of CZE over HPLC for low preparative capacity of the capillary systems.
analytical purposes are apparent: 10–100-times high- The more complicated conversion of the usual

analytical CZE system to preparative one is caused
*Corresponding author. by the fact that in CZE both ends of the capillary are
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dipped in the electrode vessels and the electric field same composition of the background electrolyte, a
is applied during the whole time of experiment. This direct correlation exists between these two methods
problem has been solved by different ways and some [19–21].
special devices for the fraction collection at the The aim of this article is to describe in more detail
outlet end of the capillary have been developed the theoretical basis of this correlation between CZE
[7–13]. and FFZE and to show how this theory can be used

The second problem, low preparative capacity of in practice, namely for the conversion of analytical
CZE, cannot be overcome, since due to the small CZE separations to continuous free-flow preparative
dimensions of capillary tubes (typical I.D. 0.050– processes.
0.100 mm), the preparative capacity of CZE is
limited to the nanogram to microgram amounts of
substances. These amounts are sufficient only for 2. Theory
some special highly sensitive, e.g., enzymatic or
immunochemical tests of analytes or for their charac- 2.1. Correlation between CZE and FFZE
terisation by other methods [mass spectrometry
(MS), matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization The diagram of the electrophoretic, electroosmotic
(MALDI), sequence analysis] in biological and and hydrodynamic movements in CZE and FFZE
biomedical research. The capacity of capillary sys- and the vector sum of these migration velocities in
tems can be only partially increased by enlarging the the capillary and in the flow-through electrophoretic
inner diameter of the capillary up to 0.2–0.4 mm. chamber is shown in Fig. 1.
Further enlarging of the inner diameter leads to the The resulting migration velocity of a charged
steep fall of separation power due to the loss of the component in the d.c. electric field in the capillary,
anticonvective capillary effect and much worse Joule v , is given by the sum of electrophoretic velocity,r
heat removal from the separation compartment. v , and electroosmotic flow (EOF) velocity, v ,ep eo

An alternative way to enlarge the preparative (see Fig. 1a):
capacity of zone electrophoresis (ZE) is to realize v 5 v 1 v (1)r ep eothis separation principle in the continuous free-flow
arrangement in the flow-through electrophoretic

The velocities in Eq. (1) can be expressed as the
chamber, i.e., by free-flow zone electrophoresis

ratio of effective length of the capillary, l , and theef(FFZE) [14–18]. The principle of FFZE is as
corresponding migration times, resulting migration

follows: background (carrier) electrolyte (BGE) is
time, t , electrophoretic migration time, t , and ther eplaminary flowing between two narrowly spaced
electroosmotic migration time, t , respectively:eoparallel plates and sample solution is continuously
l l lintroduced into the carrier buffer as a narrow zone. ef ef ef
] ] ]5 1 (2)The charged sample components are deflected from t t tr ep eo

the straight direction of laminar flow by the d.c.
From the combination of Eqs. (1) and (2) theelectric field (applied perpendicularly to the direction

following relation can be obtained for the electro-of the flow) according to their electrophoretic mo-
phoretic velocity in the capillary:bilities at different angles and in such a way they are

separated. At the outlet side of the chamber the l l (t 2 t )ef ef eo r
] ]]]v 5 5 (3)separated sample components dissolved in the BGE ep,c t t tep eo r

are continuously collected in the fraction collector.
In this instrumental format the preparative capacity Eq. (3) allows one to obtain the electrophoretic
of the separation can be increased up to the scale of velocity from the data experimentally available from
tens to hundreds of milligrams per hour. CZE analysis: t is resulting migration time ofr

With respect to the fact that CZE and FFZE are charged analyte which is moved both by electro-
based on the same separation principle, ZE, and both phoretic movement and by EOF, t is the migrationeo

are performed in the carrierless medium with the time of the EOF marker (electroneutral compound
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v , and in addition to it also by the vector sum ofeo

these two velocities with the velocity of hydro-
dynamic flow, v , which is perpendicular to thef

direction of v and v (see Fig. 1b).ep eo

The resulting migration distance in FFZE can be
expressed as a sum of the electrophoretically mi-
grated distance, d , and the electroosmoticallyep

moved distance, d ,eo

d 5 d 1 d (5)r ep eo

The electrophoretically migrated distance, d , isep

given by the product of electrophoretic velocity in
the flow-through chamber, v , and the mean flow-ep,f

through time of the BGE in the chamber, t :f

d 5 v t (6)ep ep,f f

The electroosmotically migrated distance is given
by the product of EOF velocity in the flow-through
chamber, v and mean flow-through time of BGE,eo,f

t .f

d 5 v t (7)eo eo,f f

From Eqs. (5) and (6) the following relation for
electrophoretic velocity in the chamber, v , can beep,f

Fig. 1. Superposition of the migration velocities in capillary zone derived:
electrophoresis (a) and in free-flow zone electrophoresis (b). v 5ep

d 2 dElectrophoretic velocity, v 5electroosmotic velocity, v 5 r eoeo r
]]]v 5 (8)ep,fresulting migration velocity, l 5effective length of the capillary,ef tf

D5detection position, v 5hydrodynamic flow velocity, d 5f ep

electrophoretic migration distance, d 5electroosmotic migrationeo Using Eq. (8) the electrophoretic velocity of the
distance, d 5resulting migration distance.r charged analyte in the chamber, v , can be calcu-ep,f

lated from the experimentally available data, namely
from the resulting migration distance of the chargedunder given experimental conditions) and l is theef analyte, d , from the migration distance of the EOFreffective length of the capillary (from the injection
marker, d and from the flow-through time of BGE,eoend to the detector).
t .fThe velocity of EOF in the capillary, v can beeo,c The EOF velocity in the chamber, v , can beeo,fcalculated from the effective length of the capillary,
calculated from the migration distance of EOFl , and the migration time of the EOF marker, t :ef eo marker, d , and from the flow-through time of BGE,eo

t :flef
]v 5 (4)eo,c t deo eo

]v 5 (9)eo,f tf
The resulting migration velocity of the charged

component in the flow-through electrophoretic For the description of the correlation between CZE
chamber is given similarly as in the capillary by the and FFZE it is advantageous to express the ratio of
sum of electrophoretic velocity v and EOF velocity electrophoretic velocities in the chamber and in theep
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capillary, r , and the ratio of EOF velocities in the sion of analytical microscale CZE separations intoep

chamber and in the capillary, r . preparative continuous separation processes realizedeo

From Eqs. (3) and (8) the ratio r can be by FFZE.ep

expressed as The procedure consists of the following steps:
(1) Let us have a sample containing charged

v t ? t (d 2 d )ep,f r eo r eo analyte A (analyte of our interest from both ana-]] ]]]]]r 5 5 (10)ep v l ? t (t 2 t )ep,c ef f eo r lytical and preparative point of view) and some
charged admixtures (A1, A2....) and nonchargedand from Eqs. (4) and (9) the ratio r can beeo component(s) N (EOF marker). First, suitable con-expressed as
ditions for CZE analysis of the given sample of

v analyte A have to be developed under which a goodd teo,f eo eo
]] ]]r 5 5 (11)eo separation of the analyte A from the charged admix-v l teo,c ef ef

tures A1, A2 and noncharged component(s) N is
Provided that the adsorption of the sample com- achieved. From this experiment the electrophoretic

ponents to the walls of the separation compartments velocity of the analyte A in the capillary, v , isep,c,A
(both capillary and flow-through chamber) can be calculated according to Eq. (3), where t 5t andr r,A
neglected it is reasonable to assume that r is t 5t ; t and t are the resulting migration timesep eo N r,A N
approximately constant for different charged com- of analyte A and EOF marker N, respectively.
ponents separated by CZE and FFZE under the same (2) CZE separation of standard component(s) S
separation conditions. This is a realistic assumption, (S1, S2...) and of EOF marker N is performed under
since in fact it means, that if the electrophoretic the same condition as CZE analysis of the sample of
velocity of component A in FFZE is r-times higher analyte A and electrophoretic velocity of the stan-
than in CZE, then the electrophoretic velocity of dard components S in the capillary, v , is calcu-ep,c,S
component B, analyzed under the same conditions as lated according to Eq. (3), where t 5t and t 5t ;r r,S eo N
A, will be also r-times higher in FFZE than in CZE. t and t are the resulting migration times ofr,S N
Consequently, as follows from Eq. (10), coefficient components S and N, respectively. From the migra-
r (determined for standard component S) can be tion time of EOF marker N, t , the EOF velocity inep N
used to predict the electrophoretic velocities of the capillary, v , is calculated according to Eq. (4),eo,c
sample components (A, B, C) in FFZE, if their where t 5t .eo N
electrophoretic velocities in CZE were determined (3) Standard component(s) S (S1, S2..) and EOF
under the same conditions as the electrophoretic marker N are separated in the ‘‘standard’’ (empirical-
velocity of standard S. Similar conclusion can be ly developed) FFZE regimen with the same BGE as
applied for the ratio of EOF velocities in CZE and that used in CZE. From this experiment the electro-
FFZE, i.e., this ratio can be considered as a constant phoretic velocity of standard component S in the
if the conditions of CZE and FFZE are the same as flow-through chamber, v is obtained accordingep,f,S
they were in the experiment when EOF velocity was to Eq. (8), where d 5d and d 5d (d and dr r,S eo N r,S N
determined. are resulting migration distances of components S

Knowing the values of ratios, r and r , allows and N, respectively) and EOF velocity in theep eo

us to predict the migration velocities and migration chamber, v is calculated according to Eq. (9),eo,f
distances of analytes in FFZE from the data obtained where d 5d .eo N
by their CZE analysis. Just this fact is the core of the (4) From the results obtained in steps 2 and 3 the
procedure for conversion of analytical CZE sepa- ratio, r , of electrophoretic velocities of standardep
rations into preparative FFZE separations. component S in the flow-through chamber and in the

capillary is determined
2.2. Conversion of analytical CZE separations to

r 5 v /v (12)preparative FFZE processes ep ep,f,S ep,c,S

Based on the above given relations and assump- and similarly, the ratio of EOF velocities in the
tions a procedure has been developed for the conver- chamber and in the capillary, r , is obtained:eo
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r 5 v /v (13) ing this rule the suitable separation conditions can beeo eo,f,N eo,c,N

selected.
The above described procedure allows to develop(5) From the electrophoretic velocity of analyte A

the suitable separation conditions in the more econ-(obtained in step 1) and from the coefficients r andep

omical and faster microscale by CZE and only thenr (obtained in step 4), the electrophoretic velocityeo

the optimized conditions can be converted into theof analyte A in FFZE, v , and EOF velocity inep,f,A

preparative scale realized by continuous FFZE sepa-FFZE chamber, v , are calculated:eo,f

ration.v 5 r v (14)ep,f,A ep ep,c,A

v 5 r v (15)eo,f eo eo,c

3. Experimental
Then the predicted resulting migration distance of

analyte A in the FFZE chamber, d can ber,A,pre 3.1. Instrumentation and methodsobtained as the sum of electrophoretically moved
distance, d , and electroosmotically moved dis-ep,A CZE was performed on the experimental devicetance, d :eo developed in our Institute [19]. It consists of the
d 5 d 1 d 5 v 1 v t (16) untreated fused-silica capillary with outer polyamides dr,A,pre ep,A eo ep,f,A eo,f f

coating [310 mm (effective length 200 mm)30.056
(6) The resulting migration distances can be mm I.D.30.200 mm O.D.], UV-photometric detector

calculated also for the other components of the at 206 nm and high-voltage power supply. Acetic
sample [admixtures A1, A2 and neutral component(s) acid (0.5 mol / l, pH 2.6) was used as the BGE.
N] and their separability in FFZE can be estimated. Peptide samples and EOF marker (phenol) were
If the distances of the components of interest at the dissolved in this BGE in the concentration range
outlet side of the chamber are sufficient for their 0.1–0.8 mg/ml. The sample was introduced into the
separation, then the FFZE separation can be per- capillary manually forming a hydrostatic pressure
formed under the same conditions as those used for (50 mm of water column) for the time period 5–20 s.
separation of standard components. High-voltage power supply was utilized in constant

If the predicted distances are not sufficient for the voltage mode (10.0 kV, 11–12 mA). Experiments
separation of sample components of interest, then the were performed at ambient temperature 22–248C
separation conditions of FFZE, namely clamp volt- without active cooling of the separation compart-
age and/or flow-through time, have to be further ment.
optimized. If the predicted distances are too small FFZE experiments were performed in the ap-
and the separation of sample components is not paratus developed in our Institute [22]. The core of
achieved then the voltage and/or flow-through time this system is a flow-through electrophoretic
should be increased. If the predicted distances for the chamber consisting of two parallel glass plates
sample components are too long and there is a (5003500 mm) with a 0.5 mm gap between them.
danger that the fastest component will reach the The BGE is introduced through six inlets by six-
close vicinity of the ion-exchange membrane separat- piston pump with a flow-through time 31 min.
ing the separation chamber from the electrode com- Sample solution was introduced by a peristaltic
partment, where this component can be damaged or pump with a flow-rate of 1.5 ml /h. The effective
lost because of concentration, pH and conductivity length of the separation trajectory (from the sample
nonhomogeneities occurring in this region, then the inlet to the chamber outlet) was 440 mm. Both sides
clamp voltage and/or flow-through time must be of the chamber were cooled by the air to the
decreased. The migrated distance is approximately temperature 218C. Separations were performed in
directly proportional to the voltage and to the flow- the constant voltage regimen (3000 V, 122–125 mA).
through time, i.e., p% prolongation of migration At the outlet side of the chamber the carrier elec-
time and r% increasing of voltage will result in trolyte and sample components were collected in 48
( p1r)% prolongation of migrated distance. Follow- fractions and periodically sucked-off into the fraction
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collector. The fractions were evaluated by off-line migration time in CZE analysis. In addition to the
UV-absorption measurement at 280 nm. charged admixture the sample contains also a small

amount of noncharged component N which can serve
3.2. Chemicals as an EOF marker. Since even after HPLC purifica-

tion the charged admixture (peak 1) was not com-
All chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. pletely removed (see Fig. 2b), it was decided to use

Diglycine and triglycine were obtained from Reanal FFZE for preparative separation of the crude product
(Budapest, Hungary), phenol and acetic acid were components. As follows from the above theory of the
purchased from Lachema (Brno, Czech Republic), correlation between CZE and FFZE for the conver-
acetic acid was distilled before use. Octapeptide sion of analytical CZE to preparative FFZE it is
fragments of the B-chain (positions 23–30) of necessary to have not only the data from CZE
human insulin (HI), B23-30-HI, and N-Phenylacetyl analysis of the given sample but also to know the
derivative of this fragment N-Pac-B23-30-HI were ratios r , r of electrophoretic and electroosmoticep eo

synthesized in our Institute. velocities in the FFZE chamber and in the capillary.
The values of these coefficients were obtained from
CZE and FFZE separation of the standard mixture of

4. Results and discussion diglycine, triglycine and phenol by CZE and FFZE
using the same background electrolyte, 0.5 mol / l

The developed theory of the correlation between acetic acid, in which successful separation of Pac-
CZE and FFZE and the procedure for the conversion B23-30-HI and B23-30-HI was achieved. The data of
of analytical CZE separation to preparative FFZE CZE and FFZE separation of the standard mixture
process was applied to analysis and preparation of and the calculated values of electrophoretic and
the synthetic derivative of octapeptide fragment of electroosmotic velocities and the coefficients r , rep eo

HI which is used for the development of new analogs are presented in Table 1. From the migration times
of HI with higher stability and/or prolonged activity. of the component 1 (B23-30-HI), and component 2
The fragment originates from the active site of (Pac-B23-30-HI) and from the migration time of
insuline molecule (C-terminal octapeptide of the B- electroneutral component N (see Fig. 2a Table 1) the
chain of insulin, indicated as B23-30-HI) and has the electrophoretic and electroosmotic velocities of these
following sequence: H–Gly–Phe–Phe–Tyr–Thr– sample components in the capillary, v and vep,c eo,c

Pro–Lys–Thr–OH. The derivative has a were calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (4),
phenylacetyl (Pac) group attached to the N-terminal respectively (see the CZE columns in Table 2). From
amino group of the octapeptide (Pac–Gly–Phe–Phe– these velocities of the sample components in the
Tyr–Thr–Pro–Lys–Thr–OH) and is indicated as N- capillary and using the values of coefficients r , rep eo

Pac-B23-30-HI. The peptide was synthesized in our (see Table 1) the electrophoretic velocities, v , andep,f

Institute by the usual Merrifield solid-phase method the predicted migration distances, d , of ther,pre

[23]. sample components 1, 2 and N in FFZE chamber
The analysis of the crude synthetic product of were calculated (see FFZE columns in Table 2).

N-Pac-B23-30-HI by CZE is shown in Fig. 2a and These predicted migration distances (20–126 mm)
the analysis of HPLC purified product is shown in and namely the differences of these distances be-
Fig. 2b. In addition to the main synthetic product tween individual sample components at the outlet
N-Pac-B23-30-HI (peak 2) in both preparation there side of the chamber indicated that a sufficient
is another charged component present (peak 1) separation will be achieved in the same FFZE
which was identified as octapeptide with the se- regimen which was used for the separation of
quence identical with B23-30-HI, but with cleaved standard mixture.
Pac group. This is in agreement with the fact that For this reason, the conditions of FFZE, under
cleavage of Pac group from the N-terminal amino which the standard mixture of diglycine, triglycine
group of the peptide will result in the increased and phenol was separated (clamp voltage 3000 V,
effective charge (mobility) of the peptide and shorter flow-through time 31 min), were applied also to the
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Fig. 2. CZE analysis of the octapeptide fragment of human insulin, N-Pac-B23-30-HI (0.8 mg/ml) (a) crude synthetic product, (b) product
purified by HPLC. 15B23-30-HI, 25Pac-B23-30-HI, N5noncharged component(s), AU5absorbance at 206 nm.

Table 1
Migration times, migration distances, electrophoretic and electroosmotic velocities of standard components separated by CZE and FFZE

Standard CZE FFZE FFZE/CZE
component

t v v d v v r rr ep,c eo,c r ep,f eo,f ep eo

(s) (mm/s) (mm/s) (mm) (mm/s) (mm/s)

Diglycine 121.8 0.952 – 160 0.0753 – 0.0791 –
Triglycine 133.2 0.811 – 140 0.0645 – 0.0795 –

a aPhenol 289.8 0 0.690 20 0 0.0108 – 0.0156
a Resulting migration time, t , (migration distance, d ) of phenol is equal to migration time, t , (migration distance, d ) of electroneutralr r eo eo

EOF marker.
t 5Resulting migration time, v 5electrophoretic velocity in CZE, v 5electroosmotic velocity in CZE, d 5resulting migrationr ep,c eo,c r

distance, v 5electrophoretic velocity in FFZE, v 5electrophoretic velocity in FFZE, r (r )5ratio of electrophoretic (electroosmotic)ep,f eo,f ep eo

velocities in FFZE and CZE.
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Table 2
Migration times, electrophoretic velocities and predicted and experimental migration distances of the sample components of CZE and FFZE
separation of the crude product of octapeptide fragment of human insulin (N-Pac-B23-30-HI)

Sample CZE FFZE
component

t v v v v d dr ep,c eo,c ep,f eo,f r,pre r,exp

(s) (mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s) (mm) (mm)

1: B23-30-HI 141.0 0.711 – 0.0539 – 126 150
2: Pac-B23-30-HI 193.8 0.325 – 0.0240 – 68 75

aN: electroneutral 282.8 0 0.707 0 0.0110 20 15
a Resulting migration time, t , of electroneutral component N is equal to migration time, t , of EOF marker.r eo

t 5Resulting migration time, v 5electrophoretic velocity in CZE, v 5electroosmotic velocity in CZE, v 5electrophoretic velocity inr ep,c eo,c ep,f

FFZE, v 5electrophoretic velocity in FFZE, d 5predicted migration distance for FFZE, d 5experimental migration distance ineo,f r,pre r,exp

FFZE.

separation of the components of the crude product of of separation profiles of CZE and FFZE can be
Pac-B23-30-HI. The lyophilizate of the crude syn- observed. In addition to the main synthetic product
thetic product of N-Pac-B23-30-HI (280 mg) was (Pac-B23-30-HI, peak 2), the peak of the faster
dissolved in 7 ml of BGE (0.5 mol / l acetic acid), component (B23-30-HI, peak 1) and the peak of
centrifuged and applied to FFZE separation. The uncharged component N can be found on both
record of FFZE separation is shown in Fig. 3. records. The differences in relative peak heights are
Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, the ‘‘qualitative’’ similarity caused by the different detection wavelengths (206

nm in CZE and 280 nm in FFZE). Obviously, a
better separation of sample components is achieved
in CZE than in FFZE. The higher separation power
of CZE than that of FFZE is given by the following
differences in the experimental conditions of these
two methods: more efficient anticonvective stabiliza-
tion and Joule heat transfer in the capillary (I.D.
0.050 mm, wall thickness 0.07 mm) than in the
flow-through chamber (gap between plates 0.5 mm,
wall thickness 4 mm), one order lower separation
time and sample concentration in CZE than in FFZE,
absence of hydrodynamic flow in CZE.

The UV record of FFZE separation in Fig. 3 shows
relatively good separation of all three sample com-
ponents, but this pattern gives only an approximate
estimation about the peptide purity in individual
fractions. For this reason all fractions with UV-
positive absorption were analyzed by CZE. The
complete set of CZE analyses of FFZE fractions
showed that the main synthetic product (peak 1) is
completely free from the faster component 2 and
from the noncharged component(s) N. Fractions 33–
36 contained pure main synthetic product (Pac-B23-

Fig. 3. FFZE separation of the crude synthetic product of the 30-HI) and fractions 25–29 contained pure com-
octapeptide fragment of human insulin, N-Pac-B23-30-HI (40

ponent 1 (B23-30-HI) as demonstrated by singlemg/ml). 15B23-30-HI, 25Pac-B23-30-HI, N5noncharged com-
peaks in the CZE analyses of the lyophilizate of theponent(s), mAU5absorbance at 280 nm, ↑5coordinate of the

sample inlet in the chamber. pooled fractions 33–36 and 25–29, respectively (see
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Fig. 4a and 4b). The high purity degree of both the glass wall of the flow-through electrophoretic
synthetic products was confirmed also by other chamber.
methods, particularly HPLC and amino acid analysis.
The advantage of utilization of acetic acid as BGE is,
that peptide is obtained in acetate, i.e., physiological- 5. Conclusions
ly tolerable form, that can be directly applied to
biological tests. This paper shows the usefulness of combination of

The relatively good agreement between the pre- CZE and FFZE to the analysis and preparation of
dicted migration distances and the experimentally synthetic peptides and/or other analytes. First, CZE
found distances of the sample components (see Fig. 3 is used for analysis of the peptide preparation and
Table 2) confirms the quantitative correlation be- suitable conditions for its analysis are developed in a
tween CZE and FFZE. The discrepancy between the microscale minimizing time and material expenses
predicted and experimental values is probably caused for the development of the optimized separation
by the differences in partial adsorption of sample conditions. Then, based on the theory of the correla-
components to the fused-silica capillary wall and to tion between CZE and FFZE, the optimized con-

Fig. 4. CZE analysis of the fractions of the FFZE separation of human insulin fragments presented in Fig. 3. (a) Lyophilisate of the pooled
fractions 25–29 (peak 1) of FFZE separation, (b) lyophilisate of the pooled fractions 33–36 (peak 2) of FFZE separation. 15B23-30-HI,
25Pac-B23-30-HI, AU5absorbance at 206 nm.
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